
Marketing Agency & 
Commercial Consultant

Behind a great communication management there is a great sale



We are a business and projects accelerator: we

analyze and deeply understand your needs, offering

a Marketing and Commercial proffesional team, 

with the goal of transform your innovation process, 

comunication strategy, digital and sales channels. 

Our main objective is to engage your stakeholders

with the effiencies and process, maximizing your

results.

Who is Innova Sur?
Communication and Digital Marketing 



Measure
ment

Conversion

PositioningAre you analyzing your 
business with the right 
Marketing metrics?

Am I speaking to the right target?

Is the content I share engaging and impactful?

Are my strategy, sales tools and budget correct?

Am I working on the correct digital platforms for my project?

Am I at all relevant touchpoints for my customers?

Does the website of my project have a good conversion

rate?

Do I recontact my clients in rigth time and in the 

correct way through their relevant platforms?

Does my sales force manage their strategy in the right way?

Does my campaign setup bring in good quality leads?

CRM: Is the right tool for me? And which one?

Do I have visibility of how my investment becomes more 

efficient and impactful month by month?

Have I diversified my business efforts?



Branding

We position, create or redesign your

brand. Developing a brandbook, 

target design, that impacts, inspires 

and really stays in the target´s

memory, taking care of aesthetics

and consistency across different

points of contact with the client.

What do we offer?

Content Development

Strategy and development of 

content that impacts, educates, 

inspires and motivates potential 

customers to take action on the 

communication received.

Social Media Performance

We develop media strategies, 

choosing the best set of platforms 

according to your objectives. We 

work the 360 digital strategy, 

from investment planning to 

performance measurement, 

generating sustainable and 

competitive businesses.

Business Consulting

We understand your 

business from end to end to 

advise you with commercial 

tools that help boost your 

results.

Our services around the world



WEB: Re-branding adaptation. Creation and development

with conversion strategies

GRAPHIC DESIGN: Static and animated content, videos and 

all kinds of pieces relevant to your online and offline sales 

strategy

COPY WRITING: Writing of press posts and news that can be 

adapted to any digital and printed platform 

SOCIAL MEDIA: Creation and Development of business 

accounts in the top strategic platforms for your project.

What does this mean?

Strategy for:

CONTENT: Shootings  to get photos, videos, stop motions, 

cinema graphs and any other type of pieces that generates 

engagement and interaction with your target

A marketing team that supports 
your project and builds

Our services around the world



COUNTRIES

With business strategy 

in different industries and 

audiences

+15 
CHANNELS

To communicate, promote 

and sell products and services

+12
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

Focused on Marketing 

and Commercial areas

+10

Our Trayectory

BRANDS

Trust on us to manage them

+11



Brand Development

Our content productions have been worked from 

renders to physical photography and shooting in 

created scenes to achieve the commercial objectives of 

our clients.

Among our highest quality jobs is the management of 

content in social networks (organic and paid ads), Web 

development, Blog Development and Development of 

press releases. 

The content and communication strategy must be 

directly related to the project objectives, channels in 

which to interact and a clear definition of the target to

whom we are going to address.

Our Jobs



Rebranding: We transformed Letrecorp to Smartbox

Core Business: Technological products and services



WEB

We have created and developed the branding and digital tools for the project

Salaverry 2900, the biggest project for the developers Demega. More than 300

apartments on sale under Salaverry 2900.

We created the full marketing strategy for this Brand. Even with pandemia and

goverment crisis going on in Peru, we sold 58 apartments the 1st year (complete

pre-sale) that was a record for the market average in 2021. Communication tools

and pieces was key for this project. More than 10 sales channels activated!



E-COMMERCEONLINE CATALOGUE

Full creation of Online tools



ACCELERATE SALESEDUCATING RIGHT PORTFOLIO BEIGN RELEVANT

SOCIAL MEDIA (ALWAYS ON)

SHOOTINGS- CONTENT

MANAGE CUSTOMERS

MANAGE KEY ACCOUNTS

MANAGE PARTNERSHIPS

+AWARENESS +CONVERSION+IMPRESSIONS

B2B

B2C

Digital 

Platforms 

Strategy

to generate

traffic and 

engagement



Propiedad en Venta Anuncian

Llegan Leads

Análisis de Calidad Conversión Cierre y medición

Amplifican

Ejecución en medios

Sales Management

Customer Manage their leads

Content Strategy

Ads are created

Leads Generation

Upload the leads to the CRM or BI

Digital Platforms

SEO, SEM, Facebook 

Ads, Instagram, tiktok

¿How is the worldwide process in the marketing industry (agencies)?

Implementation

The content is published in 

different digital channels



Property for sale Anouncement

Leads ArrivedQuality analysis

Conversion Closing and Measurement

Amplification

Media Execution

Sales Management

Content Strategy

Ads are created

Leads Generation

Upload Leads to CRM 

or Spreadsheet

Digital Plataforms

SEO, SEM, Facebook 

Ads, Instagram, tiktok

Sale Force

Sales management is

analyzed in response 

time and form

Decision Making

The sales speech is adjusted and a 

recontact strategy is made (email 

marketing campaign) until it is taken 

to the appointment

How is our process?

Client who aplies

We ensure the quality of the leads by

adjusting the campaign settings

Sales are closed and the return on

investment is maximized for the

following months

Sales

Implementation

The Contents are published

in different digital channels



Brands that trust on us



WhatsApp 

+54 1162599636

Email

Cynthia.arteta@innova-sur.com

Web

www.innova-sur.com

Instagram

@innova.sur

Adress

• Jose Hernandez 2222, 5G, Buenos Aires, Argentina
• 3470 East Coast Ave, Suite 2105, Miami, FL, EEUU

http://www.innova-sur.com/

